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Politicians On Campus
District Attorney's Race

Jim Osgood

Jim Osgood, candidate for
congress, appeared on campus
October 31 for Political Candidate
Week and spoke to a group of
students.
Inflation, high taxes and
unemployment are the direct
result of years of mismanagement
of our money by the federal
government, coupled with harmful
intervention in the free market
economy. The natural checks and
balances of our system can only
operate effectively in an en
vironment free of government
tampering and giant monopolies.
Ihe federal governm«it has a
SCTious responsibility to protect the
stability of the dollar. Inflation
robs us all, but especially people
with fixed incomes and savings.
A social Security Program to
provide for our old age is essential,
but we are being taken advantage
of by our present method. We must
overhaul the whole system to make
it a playing proposition. One
possibility is to invest this money
through insurance companies on a
bid basis. By eliminating the
bueaucratic waste, we could
IM'ovide a much higher income,
with dignity and without restric
tions.
Osgood believes we Should have
an open national primary with all
voters able to vote for any can
didate they choose. He also
believes we should establish a
national initiative voting system,
such as California has. That way
the public could vote directly on
issues of national interest.
He said we need to restructure
the democratic processes to meet
todays needs, the electoral coUege,
according to Osgood, is archaic. He
is in favor of a multiparty system
and he feels that a nation^ general
fK-imary would tend to encourage
this.
The candidate is strongly op
posed to politicians accepting gifts
from lobbyists and special interest'
groups. He stated "a $50 gift is a
gift, a $5000 gift is an investment".
He believes legislators should be
totally objective when they are
spending tiie taxpayers money.

Don't forget
to
vote
today

Jim Cramer, candidate for
District Attorney, appeared on the
Cal State campus on Monday,
October 28 to debate with his op
ponent, Tony Piazza. Piazza said
he was ill and did not show up for
the debate.
In a telephone interview with the
Pawprint, Cramer said that he
feels that the office of District
Attorney should r^ain a political
job. He said that he felt he would be
a better lawyer because he had the
votes of the public behind him. He
feels that students should
definitely be involved in politics
and the best way to do it is to start
with campus politics. He cited that
many politicians got their start in
campus politics. On marijuana, he
stated that "the laws as they exist
are fair" from his vantage point.
An offender is treated more
strictly with repeated violations.
He also stated that his office would
come down hard on drug dealers.
Cramer has been a Deputy D.A.
since 1961. In 1971 he was president
of the Western San Bernardino
County Bar Association and he is
currently serving as Vice
President of the San Bernardino

By Michael Lee Zlaket

Last Thursday, October 24,
CSCSB was the site of a historic
event: the first Conference on
Electoral Reform on any college
campus since President Ford
sign^ a massive campaign reform
bill into law. The Conference was
held all day long at Lc500;
throughout the day, some 300
people attended, not only from
CSCSB but from other colleges and
Jim Cramer
local high schools.
County Bar Association. Cramer
The conference was organized in
was chosen by the Attorney five panel discussions with several
General to serve on the Task Force speakers at each.
for Clean Air. He is also VicePANEL 1:
Chairman of the California State
POST-WATERGATE REFORM
Bar Criminal Law and Procedure
What? Where? How? Why?
Committee which reviews and
This was perhaps the most in
proposes crime legislation for the formative of all the discussions.
state. In order to solve the problem Nancy Boyarsky, co-author of
of court congestion, Cramer, has "Backroom Politics" lu-ged people
worked on instituting the first to support, private "watchdog"
working
pre-trial
criminal investigative groups, for only when
calendar in the state. He is a a politician is aware of possible
graduate of the University of bad exposure does he stay good.
Redlands and UC Berkeley Law Laws alone would not accomplish
School.
.this, she said.
State Sen. Bill Coombs, R-Rialto,
spoke of the Lobbyists as a "third
house", and Dorothy Green, of
Common Cause, that present voter
apathy reflects the effect of
special-interest government. While
^e praised the independent en
forcement agency set up under
Prop. 9, she felt that the biggest
change must come in reforming
campaign finance methods. She
called for strict limits on individual
and group contributions; keeping
these small will mean more
"grassroots" involvement by
people. She called for limited
candidate expenditures, to make
campaigns less costly.
John Hospers of the Libertarian
Tammy Wolfinbarger
Party spoke of the need to remove
transportation. I would like to see
the motivations for government
school buses operated on weekends favors often behind large con
to provide transportation for the tributions.
elderly and low income people.
Ed Koupal of People's Lobby
Subsidizing taxis rather than
stated that "any real change must
paying for a more expensive mini come in laws which control our
bus system would be a good idea. lives." Changes in the statutory
And, I'd like to see trees planted laws often cannot be made thru
around all parking lots to help elected officials as they would
willingly surrender any power. For
clean the air."
As to education. Tammy that rea^n, PL is pushing for
Wolfinbarger held that, "Tax adoption of the 27th admendment
to the U.S. Constitution to give PL
payers are not getting their
the federal right to "take laws
money's worth from the education
direct to the books'' — work around
Contin. on p.8
Congress when that body proves
unresponsive.
Bobby Ray Vincent, the
Democrat opposing incumbent
Assemblyman Jerry Lewis
Congressman Jerry Pettis in the
appeared in campus on Thursday,
37th Cong, district, felt that more
October 31 in LC 500. Lewis has
openness to government activity,
been in the Assembly since 1968
that is, more media input, is
and was appointed Chairman of the
needed. This is important as we
standing Subcommittee on Air
rely chiefly on the media for in
QUlality this year.
formation about government.
On issues concerning students he There should be no secret hearings
made the following statements:
in Congress. To limit undue in
fluence by pressure groups, he
Quality Education
proposed a limit to the time a
"Excellent neighborhood schools
legislator
may serve on a com
for every child is one of my higher
mittee, as he feels that long tenure
priorities. However, we must
means too much influence and
Conttn. on p.8
subjection to interest groups.

Tammy Wolfinbarger

On Thursday, October 31,
Tammy Wolfinbarger spoke on
campus.
She stressed the following issues.
On the issue of inflation, she has
said, "It's hard to place the blame
for it because there are many
factors including the high cost of
government, credit buying and a
general slowdown resulting from a
peacetime economy. Monopoly
control is needed to fight inflation,
but I question whether much can
be done at the state level."
On smog, Ms. Wolfinbarger
stated, "The internal combustion
engine cannot necessarily be ruled
out. I am angry with legislators for
passing only stop-gap measures.
The auto industry should be given
more than five years in which to
solve a problem which is going to
take time."
In regard to mass tran
sportation, her view is this, "Pm
all for the development of an etficient mass transit system. I'm
against providing huge parking
lots at schools which encourage
students to drive their cars, when
they could use energy-saving

Assemblyman Jerry Lewis

Assemblyman Jerry Lewis

Electoral Reform
Conference Reviewed
PANEL2
NATIONAL ELECTORAL *
REFORM PRIORITIES

Congressman George Brown, DColton, said he does not agree with
thejheory that a challenger to an
incumbent must spend a lot to
make an 'impact. "That is
corrupting," he said. The theory
that one buys name recogniation is
not the only one, he feels. He
believes that because of recent
events. Republicans will Ije con
verted to the support of public
finance of campaigns.
The keynote speaker of this
panel, and of the Conference, was
Senator Joesph R. Biden, DDelaware. He is an authority on
campaign finances and practices;
in fact, he authored a Senate bill
for the public financing of cam
paigns.
While he believes in public
financing, Sen Biden is equally
insistent on protection of one's
right to privacy, " including
legislators'. "On matters con
cerning a politician's office, the
people have the right to know, but
an official should not be forced to
bare his soul. If you would make
an official surrender all his rights
in the name of serving the people,
the result is that you will have
average grade officials. We can't
have that, because not only must a
legislator act as a delegate of his
constituehts, but he must also
provide leadership — you elect a
man's judgement. If he doesn't
give you that, then that's as bad as
him not listening to his people."
Those remarks, the result of a
question from the audience,
marked the high {>oint of the
Conference, for the audience gave
him a tremendous reception.
PANEL3
PROPOSITION 9

Joyce Koupal of PL explained
that Prop. 9 was die result of 11
years of PL work; its main feature
is that it limits expenditures for
statewide offices.
Morris Strasky, representing the
Socialist Workers Party, said that
the ACLU has filed lawsuits
against disclosure acts such as
Prop. 9, for the donors to minor
partys such as his have often been
to
government
subjected
harrassment — these parties are
not the mainstream of American
politics.
Hal Shawlee, a lobbyist for Union
Oil Co., does not oppose the new
reforms. He feels that the voters
have the right to know who sup
ports what candidate; this way,
they won't be disappointed in their
legislator, as they will know what
to expect. His only quarrel with
Prop. 9 is its area dealing with
confrol of lobbyists.
Dan
Lowenstein,
deputy
secretary of state under Jerry
Brown, spoke about the differences
between modern-day campaigning
and elections and those of 50 years
ago. Things have improved over
the years, he noted.
Contin. on p.8
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The Free Press page of the PawPrint is reserved
for opinion matter from anyone about anything.
Opinions expressed are those of the author and not
necessarily of the PawPrint or San Bernardino State
College.
Written matter may be up to 250 words in length,
typed, and double-spaced.
Deadline for copy is Tuesday before publication.
Libelous, tasteless, or over-length material may
not be published.

Letters to the Editor
Dear Editor:
I have been on this campus now
for over a year and I'm getting
really upset about the lack of
friendliness demonstrated by the
vast majority of the people on this
campus.
Because my classes are all in
different buildings I have to walk
across the campus many times a
day.
When ever I pass another person
on the walkways I always smile
and say hi to that person even
though the person might be a
complete stranger to me. Most of
the responses I get are really
negative. Some people pretend that
they don't see me, some smile but
make no verbal response, others
act like I have them confused with
someone else, and very few people
accept my greetings as an honest
and open expression of friendliness
and return a warm response.
Now dear editor I can not Uiiderstand this behavior at all. It is
as if the people on this campus are
conditioned a la Skinner to punch
buttons, pull levers, and verbalize
the correct response only when it is
in their best interest to do so.
So I'm here by proposing that all
the students on this campus make
an effort to be a little more
friendly. This could be accompli^ed very easily. All a
person has to do is to say hi to one
new person each day..At the rate of
saying hi to one new person each
day by the time a person completes
a degree here, they will have said
hi to 600 people and a big step
toward developing a sense of
community on this campus will
have been undertaken.
Thanks for your time.
Linda

Dear Editor:
We are writing to solicit your
newspaper's
editorial
en
dorsement for Senator Alan
Cranston's candidacy for re
election to the U. S. Senate.
With little publicity, Senator
CYanston has worked long, hard
and effectively for the interests of
all Californians. Congressional
legislative assistants, when polled
by Ralph Nader, named Senator
Cranston one of the five most ef
fective members of the U. S.

Senate ~ a remarkable accolade
for a first-term Senator.
Senator Cranston has worked for
the passage of important en
vironmental legislation, like the
Clean Air Act and the Clean Water
Act. He has worked for the
preservation of California's
wilderness areas. He recently
introduced legislation to delay
further offshore oil drilling until
the safety of the coastal en
vironment is assured.
To ease the crushing burden of
unemployment. Senator Cranston
co-authored the Emergency
Employment Act, which created
more than 25,000 public service
jobs in California alone. He has
introduced legislation to create
even more comprehensive em*
ployment programs.
As a member of the Senate
Committee on Veterans Affairs,
Senator Cranston has worked to
insure that Vietnam veterans
receive the educational and em
ployment assistance they need. He
was a principal cosponsor of the
recently^^assed GI Bill Amend
ments, which increased veterans'
educational benefits by a longoverdue 23 percent.
As a member of the Senate
Subcommittee on Education, he
fias worked for more federal help
in quality education. He was an
original cosponsor of the Equal
Rights Amendment (and, in
cidentally, employs more women
in high-level staff jobs than any
other Senator). He is working on
legislation to halt the increasing
concentration of power in the
Presidency,
to
increase
Congressional control over the CIA
and other agencies, and to reduce
secrecy in government. In an effort
to protect the people's right to
know, he has authored the most
comprehensive newsman's shield
bill now before Congress.
We believe Senator Cranston's
record merits your endorsement.
We know he would be honored, and
tiis efforts aided, by your support.
Many thanks for your kind
consideration.
Sincerely,
Cindy Wear
Doyle McManus

Senate
News
A.S. Junior Senator, Sue Clark,
was impeached by unanimous vote
of the A.S. &nate and the
resignation of Senator at large,
Richard Fehn, was accepted in a
senate meeting held Oct. 23.
Clark was impeached for failure
to appear at any meeting of the
A.S. Senate since her election as
spring 1974. Fehn's resignation
came after notification by mail of
his possible impeachment for the
same reason.
The post of A.S. Senator will be
filled by an appointment to the
body by Junior Qass President,
Andy Butts. The position of A.S.
Senator will remain vacant until
the A.S. elections to be held next
month.
The A.S. Senate also approved
allocation of $400 dollars to the
drama department for completion
of the departments fall production
of I.ady Fredrick. The money
allocated was less than half of the
money originally requested by the
department after their original
budget was frozen pending money
from the state.
A.S. Vice President Kevin
Gallagher pointed out that the
senate has approximately $8,000 in
unallocated funds for the fall
quarter. The funds includes monies
left over from Summer Revenues,
revenues retained from last year
and excess monies over projec
tions from the fall.
The senate recommended that
part of the unallocated funds be
given to the art department for
photo etchings and zinc plates. The
money will provide enough
equipment for the remainder of the
year. Before the allocation art
students provided their own
equipment for photo etchings.,,
A.S. elections will be held Nov. 18
and 19 with run-offs scheduled for
Nov. 23.

THE PENNY UNIVERSITY
MUSIC HALL
643 W. Baseline, 35an Bernardino
NOW OPEN 4 NIGHTS A WEEK!! I
Hoot (amateur) Nights on Wed.
and Thurs. Great entertainment
on Fri. and Sat.

Open 6 pm

Wed. is ladies' night, 15' beer

GREAT FOOD, BEER,
WINE, GAMES
ALL AGES ARE WELCOME

ASB Corner
As A.S. President I know the
ramifications of asking the
legislature to in effect increase
your taxes but there is at this point
in time no other way of realizing a
dream of a Student Union at
CSCSB.
One of my pet projects over the
three years I've been at CSCSB has
been C^iild Care. Last year CSCSB
was given $10,000 in city revenue
sharing funds for Day Care. Our
project proposal went before the
Board of Trustees in July and was
defeated due to a moritorium on

By Judi Jones

temporary facilities. (We proposed
utilizing a double trailer to get the
([ilenter started). With this blow we
did not give up. Presently I am
trying to get legislative help inj
lifiting the moritorium in respect
of facilitating a Center on CSCSB.
We are also fighting to hold onto at
least part of the revenue sharing
funds. If you would be able to use a
Child Care Service give my office a
call (ext. 347) and let us know your
name, number of children and
their ages. We are open from 8-12
daily.

Student Services Profile

Student
Health Center

The Student Health Center, same plan allows for ambulance
located in AD-117, is here to serve service to the nearest medical
pgae>opoopoe>ooe<
all your medical needs; most facility for definitive treatment
(xocedures are free of charge. The when needed and one-visit to an
Health Center is open from 8:00 Emergency Room for each ac
a.m. Monday through Friday with cident or sickness that falls into the
U»OT ALL
extended evening services to 6:00 emergency category.
Tuberculin skin testing and
p.m. Monday, Tuesday and
Thursday. Wednesday, it closes at routine immunizations to com
5:00 p.m. and Friday at 4:30 p.m. municable disease including all
The Health Center will care for shots for overseas travel with the
all enrolled students, regardless of exception of Yellow Fever are
class load and all medical records available at no charge. CYedential
are held in the strictest confidence. teaching physicals and Scuba
Care and treatment normally frfiysicals are also attended to by
administered in a doctor's office the Health Center free of charge.
are available such as: minor
When a staff physician writes a
surgery — removal of some prescription, the student may
growths, warts, moles, plus in obtain $2.00 off the normal price by
cision and drainage; care of patronizing one of the pharmacies
wounds,
burns,
trauma, under contract with the College to
lacerations, strains and sprains. give this discount.
Also available: medical treatment
Also available at the Student
for
such things as urinary tract Health Center is a voluntary in
n
'OOoacaBaBBBw infections, respiratory infections, surance plan that a student may
glandular problems, gynecological purchase for himself and family at
problems, diets; health counseling, a nominal cost which covers ex
both physical and emotional, in tended care on both accidents and
cluding drug abuse and family sickness. Drop by for more in
CHILD CARE — "We need to
planning;
venereal
disease formation and a brochure on this
expand the number and capacity of
education, diagnosing and treat plan.
child care at our universities,
ment.
Your Student Health Center is
colleges and community colleges."
The College carries a basic in for YOU and employs a staff of topMARIJUANA — "If elected
surance policy on every enrolled notch medical personnel who are
governor, I would sign a bill
student
which enables the Student here to help YOU, whatever your
similar to the Oregon Statute "
Health Center to refer students for physical or emotional problem. If
EQUAL RIGHTS — "It is scanlab and X-ray when needed; also you aren't familiar with the Health
dulous that women and minorities
referral to appropriate specialists Center or have never used our
still do not have equal access to
for consultation when requested by facilities, drop by and get
jobs, consumer credit, and
one of the staff physicians. This acquainted.
political power." .
EDUCATION — "The schools of
Calif, should be centers of op
portunity and inspiration, the
Bruce Scott - Music Editor
JOHN )VHITEHAIR - EDITOR
governor must see to it that thej
Jane R. Cecil - Managing Editor John Woodhouse - Music Reviews
become the finest and most
Que Osier, Jr. - Business Manager Raymond Bechar - Opinion Editor
democratic educational system in
the world."
Martina Connelly - News Editor Yvonne Moore - Secretary
R. B. Rawnsley - Feature Editor Ken Halla - Staff Writer
Endorsed and Paid for
Sal Bellia - Staff Writer
Bob Lautz - Head Photographer
by
Keith E. Legerat - Photographer Linda Wattson - Staff Writer
Judi Jones
Michael Lee Zlaket - Staff Writer
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Kevin Gallagher
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Allen Trask - Sports Editor
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Steve.Sparks , ,

AUTHOR'S NOTE: As I sit down
to my machine which I use to
manifest the wisdom of "Susie
Creamcheese", I realize I must
take into account the existence of
certain clowns who negelected to
pick up last week's Pawprint. Now,
since I have not the time nor
patience to write long expositions
pertaining to Susie's previous
episodes, it would be advantageous
for you to battle your way through
the long lines of Pawpi int readers
each week to get your copy. Read it
throi^h completely, so I don't have
to write long, disgusting recaps.
Thank you.
LAST WEEK: as you must
remember (how can you forget?),
Susie Creamcheese and her buddy
Loretta Lardgephart moved into
the dorms at Cal Strait, only to find
to their intense disatisfaction that
the dorms were Co-ed., full of
marijuana junkies, and had
slovenly dressed long hair male
Dorm Mothers. On the way to
(Emmons, they were immediately
welcomed (or should I say at
tacked?) by Kevin & Hippie, who,
according to Susie, "must
the
most impopular boys on campus
due to their bad manners, slovenly
attire, and long hair."
Desirous of meeting popular
people, and getting in with the "In"
crowd, they were noticed by the
two city Slicker Sages who made
them
the topic of
deep
metaphysical meditations on the
concept of the "Universal
Laughter".
As last week's episode ended, we
found Susie and Loretta on their
way to visit with Jungle Judy, the
President of the A.S.B., to voice
their complaints against the
communist inspired behaviour
they had seen at Cal Strait, San
Berdoo.
CHAPTER 3

Susie Creamcheese
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By R.B. Gazebo

' '9. Remember all ye that existence is pure joy; that all the sorrows are
but as shadows; they pass & are done; but there is that which remains."
-The Book of the Law

max. Susie didn't know what to
CHAPTER 4
think, she knew her repressed
—Mystery Identity Exposed
sexu^ desires must remain hidTo the complete astonishment of
den, but each day of her life since Susie and Loretta, in walked Kevin

lony

ho coru-psr^
Gcmm'^W ^

puberty her curiosity had grown,
and
now
they
were
at
unimaginable proportions. Susie
concentrated on Jungle Judy's
blouse, so as to not see the picture
of the naked, well hung, man.
Jungle Judy thought this was quite
odd.
"What's the problem, chicks?"
Judy asked.
"Well sir, mam, ah, I mean
Miss—"
"Ms." interupted Judy.
"Well, Ms." contined Susie, "We
feel it is our duty as students of Cal
Strait to report certain people who
are giving our school a bad name.
Right Loretta?"
Susie turned to Loretta, but she
hadn't been paying attention. She
was just standing there, with her
mouth hanging wide open, staring
at the pin-up of the naked man.
"Right Loretta!" jolted Susie.
"Ah...riiighhttt..."
Loretta
replied dreamily.
"First, I want to complain about
the Co-Ed dorms. In an article in

—Kangeroo farmers. Pigs,
Muckrakers, Jungle Women, a
Bozo, and t^ee dirty gym socks.
No sooner were they out of the
door of (Emmons than Susie
realized she did not know where
the A.S.B. Trailer was. "This
campus is so huge, I'll never be
able to find my way around." she
thought.
Just then, a couple hopped
around the corner, smoking a pipe
and dreaming about the kangeroos
they wanted to raise in Australia.
Susie motioned to them to come
over. They were almost a "nice"
looking couple. The guy's hair
wasn't exceptionally long, but he
was not clean shaven and did not
wear a tie like Daddy Dear back
home always did. The girl looked
entirely too hippieish and liberated
because she was not wearing a
dress and her hair was cut in a
shag. Susie realized that the girl
would look much nicer if she wore
her hair in a bufont, as Loretta did,
or with -bangs, as Susie did.
last month's Readers' Digest, it's
The couple leaped and hopped clearly stated that Co-Ed. dorms
over to Susie and Loretta and Susie are a communist plot. Secondly,
asked them for directions. The girl there are marijuana addicts on
pointed towards the Biology campus, and male Dorm Mothers
Building and said, "Over behind who drink Budwieser. We were
there."
hairassed by two of the most ob
Sue thanked them and Loretta noxious young men I bave ever
gave her customary nose wipe and seen, and I want action taken
burp. After a long and exhausting against them. They don't dress
walk they found themselves in the properly, or act properly in the
Physical Plant. "Is Jungle Judy presence of ladies and I want" them
in?" they asked the nice looking suspended from school. I know no
police woman.
one will miss them since they're
The police woman thought Uiey obviously the most unpopular boys
were mighty suspicious and on campus."
checked the girls' pupils. After a
Jungle Judy was quite amazed if
resulting altercation, Susie not totally freaked-out at Susie's
realized that the kangeroo farmers discourse. Stunned, she asked,
had given them the wrong direc "Who are they?"
tions. She explained the details to
"They're called Kevin and
the police woman and they were on Hippie."
J
their merry way once again.
"Yeah," said Judy, "I've heard
Four miles and three hours later alot about them. In fact, hardly a
they finally found themselves in day goes by when I don't see one of
the A.S.B. Trailer.
them." Judy thought a minute. "I
Jungle Judy sat at her desk, think we should call in the Vicemunching on a banana. Behind her President on this matter. Vicewas a pin-up of a naked male, President!" she yelled, "You're
which locked, but at the same wanted in here!"
time, excited Susie to the ultimate.
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himself.
"But you can't be the VicePresident!" yelled Susie, con
torting her cute Tricia Nixon-like
face into a mask of outrage and
amazement.
Judy hugged him around the
waist. "In fact, he's my favorite
vice."
"Humph" gargled Loretta,
"you're clowns."
"Yep," said Kevin, "She's a
Bozo too. I told you we're all Bozos
on this bus."
All of a sudden, Kevin and Judy
started jumping around, Judy
screetching like a monkey and
Kevin beeping his nose. "Diey broke
into hysterics, leaping on the
desktop, throwing papers around,
and slowly taking their clothes off
in a move carefully calculated to
blow the two All-/unerikan girls'"
minds.
"I know what I'll do, I'll go to the
school paper and expose this
disgusting behavior!" screamed
Susie.
"No, we'll expose it! C'mon
Judy, let's take off their clothes,
too! Expose, expose! Beep!
Beep!"
In abject fear, Susie and Loretta
streamed out the door and ran
smack-dab into the Pawprint of
fice.
CHAPTER 5

—Newspaper Giant
In the middle of a mountain of
copy stood an impressive hulk of a
man. He was ruthless in his
reporting of the news, and equally
ruthless to his reporters. Sen
sationalism was his creed, and the
black leather bull-whip on his side
kept order in the Pawprint office.
In a few short months, this man
had transformed a four page
crummy newspaper into a big,
thick, trobbing volume of news,
sex, violence, and hilarious and
extremely well written gossip
columns. Susie immediately
recognized this man as tomorrow's
newspaper giant.
This man was none other than
John Pulitzer Whitehearst. "Susie
Creamcheese, I presume?" He
spoke with great authority and
knowledge of current events, on
campus.
Susie Creamcheese and Loretta
Lardgephart told him their story,
and, after a few moments of in
tense deliberation, Whitehearst
produced a solution.
"You've gotta get in with the
right people. You've gotta get
involved in campus functions, so

you can keep out of the way of
these freaks." he said in a fatherly
manner. "You've gotta write for
this paper. Now we just happen to
have two openings. We need
somebody to cover the pay-parking
lot. Alot of news happens out there
and you're going to cover it. So
take these pencils and pads of
paper, march out in back of the
Biology Building, and sit yourself
down in the parking lot, and don't
come back until you have a great
news story for me to print."
"Yes Sir!" the girls saluted,
marched out to the parking lot. At
last they were performing an
important function for God and
Country. They sat themselves
down, and waited seven hours for
something to happen.
Then they fell asleep.
"Perhaps we've been taken
advantage of because we're new
reporters." thought Susie as she
dozed off to dream land.
At 12:00 the two girls awoke as
news finally broke. The Campus
Police had sealed off the area and
tossed the half-asleep girls into the
Squad car. They took copious notes
during the whole proceedings.
They were taken into a room and
thoroughly searched. The police
woman made them take off their
clothes. "Bend over and pick up
the soap." she said to toe two
embareassed and naked girls as
she checked every nook and
cranny in their bodies hoping to
find some reds.
"Those red freaks who fell
asleep in the parking lot are
clean." she said to her superior.
"All we found were three dirty
gym socks, on Loretta."
Loretta looked surprised. "Gee
whiz, I guess I forgot and left 'em
in there. Duh." She wiped toe snot
off her nose and burped.
NEXT WEEK: Susie and
Loretta
resign
from
the
Pawprint...the girls go to a
Halloween party in Crestline and
get tempt^ to try booze, pot,
LSD...Susie learns that she cannot
control her sexuality, and Loretta
gets locked on the Dorm roof all
night long with only her blanket
and a soggy banana for comfort.
Susie is uneasy as she finds that
her friends, the Campus Police,
are wondering what's gotten into
her.

peciai Bonus ree ***
Donate Plasma twice Each Week;
Receive $6.00 the 1st visit
and $9.00 the 2nd visit

Hyland Donor Center
450 W. 8th St.
San Bernardino

Mon. - Fri. 7:30 a.in. to 2:30 p.m.
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Milt G e t s a " O
\ Milton Snortski received a "C+"
blast Monday on his first quiz for
'history 200. Milt, as he is afI fectionately known around campus
I said he was happy about the whole
I thing but remarked, "There are
I setbacks to getting the fourteenth
: highest grade in class. For
I example, some people accuse me
I of cheating, and others say I added
I the '+' si^ after I got my paper
I back."
I Mr. Snorski went on to say his
[ lovelife has also been adversely
I affected by his new academic
I standing. Milt explains that
H because of the new seating
I arrangement evoked after the test,
I he no loiter sits next to the girls of

11

his dreams.
"She had the cutest little face, a
tiny turned up nose, short brown
hair and little sparkling brown
eyes," Milton sighed.
She'd never wear a bra," he
continued, building his story to a
climax. "In class she used to catch
me staring at her pert little nipples
peeping through ho* tee shirt.
She'd just giggle and open my
history book to the right page.
What a mind!" Milt ejaculated
forcefully. The stalwart, but
slightly grubby, history major
tried to continue but unfortunately
choked on his own saliva and was
forced to terminate the interview.
"There are setbacks
"

Presley Speaks Up
In an interview with Bob
Presley, candidate for the State
Senate, he stated his position on
several issues. They are as
follows:

HigherEducation
I want to get the University of
California back to the position of
prestige that it held in the 1950's.
The California State College and
University system should also hold
a comparable positon of prestige.
The fees and tuition should not be
increased. The state institutions of
higher education should be open to
all academically qualified students
at no cost.

Education

From World War II through the
60s the need was for more and
bigger school buildings...for
quantity education. Declining
birthrates afford an opportunity to
spend money on classroom work
and turn to quality education as
our prime goal. As a parttime
college and university level
teacher for the past 14 years, I
know that classes can be reduced
insize through better utilization of
teachers and facilities and by
getting more administrative
personnel back into classrooms
where they are most effective. We
must also reemphasize vocational
education now ^at it is apparent
that a college degree is not for
everyone. Trade and craft
education can be a boon to many,
especially with today's high earn
ing potential for skilled workers.

Inflation
The first requirement is to cut
the costs of government at -all
levels. Government can then take
the lead in stimulating 'produc
tivity in various important sectors
of the economy. It is my belief that
the American people will rally
round a sound, fair and broad
program to beat inflation, even if it
means some personal sacrifice.
Strong and believable leadership is
required.

Smog
Too much talk, too little action
thus far. Present legislative efforts
are aimed at proliferating antismog agencies...which have done
little in 20 years.,..or at penalizing
the driver by requiring expensive
and unproved devices to be in
stalled on his car. The manufac
turer should be the target. Detroit
must be told to produce an
emission free engine by a date
certain or less lose the huge
California market. They will
respond just as quickly as they did
last winter When the energy crunch
killed big car sales. I also support
the bill by Congressman George
Brown to give^,000,000 in federal
funds to NASA with a mandate to
develop a sinogfree engine. This

money could be recovered by
taxing the auto industry.

Energy Planning
California has a good start
toward coping with both the short
range and long range energy
problems through the Warren bill,
passed by the last legislature and
signed by the governor. Mv op
ponent voted against this bill for
reasons which have never been
made plain. It calls for con
servation and development of new
sources of energy. There is a
geothermal energy belt stretching
through most of California that
experts say could produce 25
percent or more of our energy
needs in a decade...provided
development begins soon. Too
much depends on solutions to our
energy problems...income, jobs,
production...to do other than move
ahead aggressively on a statewide
energy plan.
Presley recently spoke to several
groups of students on campus.

Student Files
Not Open
Yet
by Paul Feroe

(CPS) — As the date nears when
students will be allowed to see their
confidential school records under a
new federal law, educational
organizations around the country
are attempting an 11th hour stay of
implemerrtation.
The most recent attempt is an
appeal by college and university
administrators urging Congress to
delay implementing the law for one
year
while
the
establish
procedures for handling student
requests.
When Congress reconvenes on
November 18, it will have one day
in which to amend the law, which
was signed by President Ford,
before it goes into effect on
November 19.
Barring a dramatic reversal or
delay of the bill on November 19,
which seems unlikely, schools of
higher education will technically
have to begin processing student
requests to examine their files.
However, because schools have 45
days in which to respond to such a
request there is a good chance that
a change in the law will occurr
during that time.
Sen. James Buckley ^C-NY),
who first introduced tiie/private
records disclosure bill, plans on the
18th or 19th of November to in
troduce amendments to clarify
parts of the bill that are causing
administrators the most worries.
Buckley's amendment will seek
to exempt from "full disclosure"
confidential materials that went
into the record earlier than 30 days
after the enactment of the law
(August 21, 1974). A legislative
aide to the senator said the
amendment, a response to
pressure from higher education
circles, would also provide a
means for a studnnt to "waive his
right of access to specific
statements," like letters of
recommendation.
Educators fear that without such
a clause the-privacy of those who
write letters of recommendation
would be violated and that in the
future such letter would be dif
ficult to obtain.
Administrators feel the bill
contains several ambiguities in
cluding:
— Which records are included in
the right of access provision? Does
this refer to psychiatric records
and parent financial statements?
— Does the law apply to former
students as well as current
students?
— What records can a student
challenge in his file?
Because of these unanswered
problems, educators say failure to
postpone the bill's enforcement
may create chaos for school ad
ministrators. The Office of
Education which is in charge of
issuing regulations says that
guidelines won't be established
before next spring.
A spokesman for Senator
Buckley admitted that "there have
been one or two legitimate
questions raised — about over
sights in the amendment;" but he
criticized attempts to "delay"
implementation of the law as
"unreasonable, unjustified."
Failure of a school to comply
with the new law could mean a cut
off of federal aid.
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Senatorial Candidate
John Marcus RapsBy Michael Lee Zlaket

John R. Marcus, Republican
hopeful against Rut^n Ayala for
the 32nd State Senatorial seat,
spoke to a gathering in the Student
Commons last Tuesday in an in
formal question and answer
session.
He addressed himself to the
topics of refinancing our public
schools rapid transit for the Inland
En\pire,
lobbying
in
the
legislature, and welfare.
Mr. Marcus feels that the local
property tax method of financing
schools must be replaced. He
mggested two alternatives, which
could be used in combination: an
increase in sales tax revenue, and
legalized gambling in the form of a
state operated lottery.
He supports the latter concept,
and feels that if it is state-run there
will be no criminal element inolved. In fact, the state would
realize revenue that is lost to
Nevada because of the absence of
gambling here.
In answer to the question of the
lability of rapid transit system for
this area, other than buses, Mr.
Marcus feels that it would be
practical here, for there are in his
estimation many thousands of
people who would rather use that
than drive from here to Pomona,

for example. He believes that such
a system would pay for itself.
lobbying activity is one thing
that Mr. Marcus feels should be
outlawed completely. He sees it as
a source of undue legislative in
fluence that results in bills for
interest groups rather than the
public good. "If a legislator wants
to know something about a bill,
then he and his staff should find out
for themselves", he said.
On the issue of welfare, Mr.
Marcus does not feel that it is
unfair to require welfare recipients
to accept whatever work is
available. Possibly, public jobs
such as roadside cleanup could be
provided and they would serve a
useful rather than wasteful pur
pose.
One way to curb pollution, Mr.
Marcus feels Is to outlaw the sale of
autos with internal combustion
engines and force Detroit to come
up with a cleaner and more ef
ficient power source.
Mr. Marcus feels that one
problem with today's political
system is that the incumbent has
an edge in an electoral contest.
Legislators, he feels, should be
limited to two terms in office. "If
one can't get things done after
eight years in the legislature, then
it's time for a change," he said.

A.S.B. Needs Support
A.S.B.
PORT

NEEDS YOUR

SUP

Students
are
needed
as
charipersons, and members of
A.S.B. Committee's.
These Include:
A.S.B. TEACHER EVALUATION
COMMITTEE
Results of the committees work
will be published and furnished to
students. Time required would be
minimal right after mid-terms.

A.S.6. BOOK CO OP
Help yourself and others beat the
cost of higher education. It would
consist of just a few hours of work
at the beginning of each quarter.
A.S.B. HOUSING REFERRAL
SERVICE
Need people to help get a new
A.S.B. service off the ground.
If you desire to be on a com
mittee, or would like more in
formation, stop-by or call A.S.B.
ext. 347 or 348.

"As the Platter Turns
Instant Orange Reviewed
by Grover Kent

In the past six years. Instant
Orange has released four records
— two singles, an album and now, a
mini-album. In this, their third
release for Margacado Media (a
small label owned by the group),
the group has transcended its
previous style and production
characteristics and have combined
talents for what is easily the
band's most proficient package.
Historically, Instant Orange
changes personnel with every
record. For the mini-album, Terry
Walters and Randy Lanier (the
nucleus of the band and the only
original members left) called on
Lynn McCurdy (his third ap
pearance on record for the group),
Joe Bianchi and Bob Lautz.
The opening track, SUBURBAN
PICTORIAL ABSTRACT, is a
Walters composition with a flare
for '65 rock, based on ah antiquated
version of a Monopoly game box,
with a character depicting greed
and life-styles of the middle '30's.
The song becomes antiphonal in
that the listener is given a view of
both life in general (the abstract)
and specific (the everyman who
takes part in the day-to-day
routine). The addition of Joe

Dymally A s s e s s e s California's N e e d s
regulates off-shore oil drilling, to
State Senator Merwin Dymally,' which Dymally is opposed.
He also sits as a member of the
Democratic
candidate
for
Lieutenant (jovernor spoke to a board of Regents of UC and Board
large gathering at the SBVC of Trustees of the State Colleges.
campus recently. He addressed Dymally stated his opposition to
himself to the duties and functions enactment of tuition fees. At
of the office he seeks, and his present, a special student's tuition
is not refundable if he does not
policy stands on various issues.
Although the office of lieutenant complete his stay on campus.
governor was relatively obscure, Dymally opposes that; he said that
until Reinecke's resignation, it is his Republican opponent, John
important. The It. governor sits on Harmer, authored that bill.
He also sits as Chairman of the
the state Lands C!)ommission which
By Michael Lee Zlaket

Book Sole 50%
Off List Price
New and Slightly
Used Books
At Your College
Book Store
C.S.C.S.B.

f f

Economic Development Com
mission. Dymally said that while
Harmer did not vote for it, he is
using it to call for an economic
conference when in fact he voted
for every measure sponsored by
that Commission last year. "This,"
said Sen. Dymally, "is another
attempt to use a state agency to
influence the political process!"
On the issue of minority
representation and recognition of
their societal contributions,
Dymally stated that he led the fight
in the legislature and up to the
supreme Court for MexicanAmerican representation in the
Senate. He has authored a bill for
ethnic history in our schools; it is
now state law.
Big business must pay its proper
share of state taxes, Dymally feels
Right now, the state is losing $300
million
annually
through
loopholes. That can only be
remedied, he feels, by changing
the system from inside.
Dymally favors placement of oil
companies under state Public
Utilities Commission as means of
curbing oil price rip-offs. The
companies would have to justify
their increases to the PUC. Under
Gov. Reagan, he noted, utilities
have had a $1 billion dollar rate
increases.
If elected, Dymally plans on
being an active It. gov. He said that
he will establish a commission on
rural unemployment, small
business enterprise (which has no
voice), women and the economy.

statements between Walters'
guitar and Bianchi's piano work.
Bob Lautz's precision work on
bukla and electric wind keeps
everything from stagnating. While
the song does seemingly become a
bit long, the tag at the end of the
piece will keep one from becoming
lathargic-namely the song fades
up. At only one point does the song
ever lack continuity. During a brief
moment, the drums (Lynn McGurdy) get off on a tangent not
even related to the song-a missed
beat. But even this superficial flaw
fails to do damage overall. While
Randy Lanier doesn't do anything
particularly tricky with the bass
parts, he does show a consistancy
is supporting the tune by simply
doing his job-holding the bottom
up.
Instant Orange has journeyed
through a variety of styles in its six
year span. Each record has sur
passed the previous in technical
knowledge. The time spent in the
Hollywood studio from which this
record emerges shows a quest for
better products...and its working
This record can be obtained by
contacting Randy Lanier in the
Bio. Bid. first floor between the
hours of 7:00 and 7:30.

Bianchi on organ not only broadens
the band's improvisional qualities
but substanciates the rhythmn in
an A1 Kooper sort of way.
20 TO 6 BIANCHI BOOGIE is one
of two instrumentals on the record.
This track was, according to the
band, an unrehearsed filler. In that
respect, the song carries itself
well. It is a short, concise good
time song that lends itself to a
typical 1950's structure.
The third song on side one, not
even mentioned on the label, is a
quasi-Byrd, Love and Beau
Brummel styled song called THE
VISIONARY. Penned by both
Walters and Lanier, the number is
a re-make from the opening song
from the first album. While
lyrically and musically the song is
an Orange classic, the excessive
fading at the end tends to be
somewhat distractive. However,
this version doesn't have the
slightly flat harmonica included on
the album version.
The second side is an 8"^ minute
jazz-like THEME FROM BEAT
WHISTLE. Joe Bianchi sets the
basic atmosphere for the song with
a brief statement at the outset of
the actual song. As the song
progresses, there are short

r
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Tha Orienfal Weapon of Denfli
OS used by Bruce lee in
*'lnter the Drogon/'

The new amendment to the low, now
enables us to teach the Nunchoku,
you must be 18 yrs. of age and have
a Calif, drivers license for proof of
age. The price of this 4 week course is
$20

S Larry Amnions

S S1UM00F
S SBFDBENSE
PH. 8S4-87I)
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Here are the planetar)
movements for the next week:
The moon moves throi^h Cancer
on the 5th, Leo on the 6th, 7th, and
8th, Virgo on the 9th, and 10th, and
enters Libra on the 11th. There is a
Quarter moon in Leo on the 6th.
Saturn is in Cancer, which is the
Sun Sign of the United States. It
entered Cancer about a year ago
and has a little over a year to go
before it leaves. Saturn rules
limitations, restrictions, obstacles,
frustrations, the law and the
courts, and lessons to be learned.
Uranus will be moving into Scorpio
on the 22nd of this month. It takes
Uranus nearly 7 years to go
through one sign and almost 84
years to go through the entire
zodiac. Uranus rules unexpected
changes. When it enters &orpio
expect something unique to happen
— more of which I'll reveal later.
Now, here are some individual
forecasts for the following week:

The Astrology Corner
GEMINI
Tuesday, the Sth

— Look oyer
your financial standing carefully.
You may find a bargain that needs
a little work. Fight inflation today.
Wednesday, the 6th — Slow
down! Mistakes may be made if
you're too hasty. Watch for ac
cidents, hazards, obstacles. You
may also hear some gossip from
neighbors.
Thursday, the 7th — Study,
evaluate, communicate ideas and
plans. Others are willing to listen.
Friday, the 8th — Today reveals
confusion around the home. Chaso
will reign, but it's up to you to
make order. Don't make decisions
when emotions are high.
Saturday, the 9th — Yardwork or
home repairs required? Now's the
time to take care ofgthem.
ARIES
Sunday, the lOth — Great day to
Tuesday, the 5th — Look out for enjoy! Find a new hobby. Don't let
separations, upsets, radical romantic upsets bother you. Look
changes. Safety is very important for motivations.
now.
Monday, the 11th — Children
Wednesday, the 6th — There may resent being disciplined. You
may be changes where love is may have problems expressing
concerned. Are you neglecting your own emotions. Don't be afraid
someone you care for?
to let go. Selfishness may run.
Thursday, the 7th — This is a day CANCER
for creativity, inventiveness. A
Tuesday, the Sth ~ Be tightnew friend may be met through a lipped today. Make sure of things
visit.
before going ahead with them.
Friday, the 8th — Don't be hasty Don't be too slow; you may be
today, as your judgement is poor. criticized.
Don't try to advise anyone else,
Wednesday, the 6th — Watch
and guard against robbery.
impulsiveness with the pocket
Saturday, the lOth — Don't trust book. Be careful and guard against
strangers — especially in cars. If breaking things.
someone challenges you, take it
Thursday, the 7th — Seems like a
seriously. Be discrete.
calm day. Use it for listening. You
TAURUS
may learn through conversations.
Tuesday, the Sth — Don't travel Listen to the financial advice of
today. Discuss problems with fered you by family or kin.
relatives or neighbors, but don't
Friday, the 8th — Remember
argue. Good day to improvise.
that haste makes waste. Slow
Wednesday, the 6th — Give more down. You may get more than one
time to your family or partner interesting offer.
today.
Saturday, the 9th — Today is a
Thursday, the 7th — Let others good day for analyzing, for
offer you their comments and mulating
plans organizing,
opinions. It may prove to be very studying and figuring things out.
enlightening.
Be faithful in love matters.
Friday, the 8th — Creativity
Sunday, the 10th — Be sensitive,
flows freely today. Just don't get but leave your vexations behind.
carried away. Don't gamble.
Relax at home with your family.
Saturday, the 9th — Today is a
Monday, the iith — Don't slow
good time to have fun. Try to get an down. Expect a little criticism. Be
early start. Include kids if you can. on time as much ^you can.
Try to stay conventional.
LEO
Sunday, the lOth — Do a good
Tuesday, the
Sth
— Be
deed and learn something from it. charitable. Be careful not to anger
There may be someone who will anyone or turn them against you.
want you to keep a confidence,
Wednesday, the 6th — Try to
lieview health and diet magazine. avoid accidents and provacatiofis
Monday, the 11th — Today isn't in the early morning. Learn from
the day to start anything im family problems. If you loose —
portant. Put off any decisions, if lose well.
possible, but don't be stingy with
Thursday, the 7th — Good day
your time.
for understanding new techniques

MUNCHIES
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TOURNAMENT
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1562 North "E" St., San Bdno.
of impostors mnd
wo«ild4io compotitors.
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By Phoenix

and devices dealing with selfimprovement. Give freely of your
attention.
^
Friday, the Sth — Watch the
extravagant streak of yours! Try
to save, and realize the
dubiousness in purchases.
Saturday, the 9th — Get or make
practice home or business items.
Start early in business. Watch for
one who smiles.
Sunday, the 10th — Watch what
you say. Don't trust your
reasoning. Phone relatives.
Monday, the nth — Don't start
anything hew today. Correct faults
and lackings. Follow through on
jobs.
VIRGO
Tuesday, the Sth

~ Don't let £f
slight by a loved one upset you.
People or conditions which are
usually reliable become un
predictable today.
Wednesday, the 6th — Today's
the day to work on problems —
your insight is increased.
Thursday, the 7th — Watch your
health. An unexpected visit or call
will bring you enlightenment. Good
day for contacting clinics and
institutions; libraries, etc.
Friday, the 8th — You may feel
the need to change things, but not
know how. Talk it over with
someone you trust. Stay away from
stimulants today.
Saturday, the 9th — Although
there may be strong support for
your hopes, a friend may advis
caution.
Sunday, the 10th — Watch for
unethical or extravagant deals.
Check them out for legitimacy.
Monday, the 11th — This isn't a
good day to start new things.
Study. Reasearch. Get things
together.

SAGITTARIUS
Tuesday, the Sth

— Don't let
events upset you; changes are for
the better. Be ingenious.
Wednesday, the 6th — Except for
the morning, travel is favored.
Don't make a mountain out of a
mole-hill.
Thursday, the 7th — Today is the
day to make final decisions and
start new plans. Move!
Friday, the 8th — Listen to the
advice of parents and counselors
today concerning career plans.
Saturday, the 9th — You may
meet someone today and form a
lasting relationship. Good day to
tactfully push your career.
Sunday, the 10th —There may be
an encounter with someone very
perceptive, watch that you don't
reveal a confidence.
Monday, the 11th — Don't be
starting new things today. Attend
to routine matters. A friend may be
out of sorts. You can help.
CAPRICORN
Tuesday, the Sth

Freedom of
College Press
(CPS) — After a two year coiu't
battle,
the
University
of
Mississippi has been ordered to
publish the 1972 edition of Images,
the student literary magazine. The
publication had been blocked by
the university because the word
"fuck" appeared numerous times
in two articles concerning the
emotional problems of young black
men.
The university was ordered first
by a federal district court, then by
the US Court of appeals to publish
the magazine. The Appeals Court
found that the offensive word is
"commonplace in various strata of
society," and the magazine was
protected from censorship by a
state university under the First
Amendment.
The decision was appealed to the
Supreme Court, on the grounds
that Images was an official
publication subject to censorship
or cancellation by school officials.
In late May the Supreme Court let
stand the Appeals Court ruling.
In a statement, Qiief Justice
Warren Burger said that students
attending a state university had
the right to be free from official
censorship of their writings, but he
added that the universtiy was in no
way required to continue giving
Images or any other group the use
of facilities or financial resources
if the university considers it to be
of "substandard or marginal
quality."
The university was also per
mitted to stamp a statement
disavowing responsibility for the
contents of Images on the inside
cover.

— Partners or
the public may make you feel
divided, uncertain, apprehensive.
Civic duties take a forefront.
Wednesday, the 6th — Look
before you leap. You might have
something to do with someone
else's money.
Thursday, the 7th — Be
ingenious. Aid a partner or
yourself — study finances.
Friday, the Sth — Although it
may seem the time to feel sorry for
yourself, try and think positive.
Saturday, the 9th — People at a
distance may be thought of today.
Do shopping, interviews, journeys
early in the day. Spend the af
ternoon for studying.
Sunday, the 10th — Win support
from o^ers. You'll find them
sympathetic and considerate.
LIBRA
Monday, the nth — People over
Tueasday, the sth — Go slowly
The Pawprint staff needs
and carefully today to. avoid you will expect the impossible writers, reporters, ad salespersons,
mistakes. You're working under from you — but you'll manage photographers, cartoonists, cir
well. Is there someone or
pressure today.
culation manager, and layout
Wednesday, the 6th — Remain something you are neglecting?
persons. In order for the Pawprint
AQUARIUS
tactful socially. Stay out of deals,
to
publish on a weekly basis, the
Tuesday, the Sth — Feeling
loans to friends. Be cautious.
size of the present staff must be
under
the
weather?
Stay
from
Thursday, the 7th — Publicize
doubled. If you are interested in
goals, get support. Stimulating, cure-alls and dubious home
becoming a B.P.O.C. (big person
remedies
today.
worthwhile people are waiting to
on
campus) join the Pawprint
Wednesday, the 6th — Be extra
be met. Be convincing.
staff. No experience is necessary
careful
and
patient
today
—
Friday, the 8th — Don't
to work on the staff, just the ability
exaggerate your problems today. especially with partners. Don't to help transform the Pawprint
lose
your
temper
with
the
ones
you
Stay away from crowds.
into a vital element of every
- Saturday, the 9th — Work on love. Cooperate.
student's life. Persons working on
Thursday,
the
7th
—
Listen
to
problems and deficiencies favored
the Paivprint staff may receive 2
today. Good day for collecting for others' advice, follow their units of credit per quarter for their
example,
research
and
study,
go
charity.
labor. Staff members are also paid
Sunday, the 10th — Energetic, over important issues.
Friday,.the Sth — Don't over for assigned, published stories. Ad
vital; work on the things that in
salespersons receive 20 percent of
terest you the most. Follow your spend today. Don't depend on
the profits from all ads sold. If you
someone
else.
intuition.
are
interested, contact the
Saturday, the 9th — Talk over
Monday, the 11th — Be on time.
Pawprint at 887-6311, ext. 233 or
Do all you can. Be careful, but purchases with your partner.
Sunday, the lOth — A good day to call John at 889-7905. The Pawprint
positive.
probe doctrines and attend to is a student service for you.
SCORPIO
obligations of a religious nature.
Tuesday, the Sth — Keep a
Monday, the 11th — Something
positive attitude. Modify actions.
Pay close attention to theories.
your progress today. Ask advice
Wednesday, the 6th — Hold down
from any.
that competition; don't be envious. PISCES
Watch a tendency to shift
Tuesday, the Sth — Don't get
responsibility to others.
carried away with discipline, even
Thursday, the 7th — This is a day
if children need it. Watch the
to look over business data and gambling urge.
meet with co-workers. Changes eill Wednesday, the 6th — Watch
be good.
yourself around machinery today.
Friday, the 8th — Good day for
There may be trouble with co
community affairs; watch your workers.
control — it's important.
Thursday, the 7th — Today's the
Glamorous and attractive social day to correct and repair. Learn
life, but don't overdo.
the newest methods and latest
Saturday, the 9th — Today you techniques.
can successfully mix business and
Friday, the Sth — Avoid dubious
pleasure. Plans that are carefi^y
and ventures. Don't let
thought out will go weU. Enjoy someone con you.
yourself.
Saturday, the 9th — Travel,
Sunday, the 10th — Relax today. write letters, make calls, discuss
You need to recharge — be in things with your partner. Today
trospective.
will go fast and efficient.
Monday, the nth — Wait. Things
Sunday, the 10th — Contribute.
won t seem to move today. You 11 you can give more than you
feel limited Don t make any
You may be able
decisions yet.
discover a secret if you search.

Pawprint
Needs You
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Opinion Poll

THE PAWPRINT
NEEDS
A D SALESPERSONS

SPORTS
Intramural
Action

How will the republicans do in the
upcoming elections?

Students fees only pay for part of the
publishing cost. Increased a d r e v e n u e /sj[
now needed so that the Pawprlnt can
continue to publish on a weekly basis.

By Alien Trask

Nick Norton, Biology
I think the Republicans will do
Ok. Regardless of the Watergate
scandal, most people will stay with
the incumbents. I have no idea who
will be our next governor. 1 would
like to see Brown get it.

Don Arreola, Political Sc.
Basically I think the Watergate
scandal
has
affected
the
Republicans. It will definitely hurt
them at the polls. People may not
admit it, but in the back of their
minds they will be thinking about
the Nixon administration and the
Watergate scandal, before they
vote.

The Barking Spiders of the
American Football Conference
blanked the Loose Ends 32-0 and
the Los Carnaies shut out the
Pollacks 20-0 on October 25.
For the Barking Spiders, Dave
Hirsch scored three touchdowns
and Bob Stretch crossed the goal
line for two other TDs. Gene
Goehring and Scot McKiney kicked
the extra points.
Scoring in the Los Carnaies
victory were Kevin Snider, Ted
Saar and J. Ceja with one touch
down apiece. Steve Deever
produced two points in the National
Football Conference "game.
The Family Affiar forfeited a
game to the Mickey Mouse Club.

Ad salespersons receive a 20%
commission on all ads solicited
and collected.

Intramural Football
League Standing
National Football Conference
W L

Los Carnaies
Pollacks
Super Pros
Quakers

2
1
1
0

College Student
Insurance Service

0
1
1
2

American Football Conference
W L

Roland Hill, Chemistry
The recent scandal has been
detrimental to the Republican
Party, and I think it will show at
the polls. Most pdople will be
hesitant about voting for a
Republican candidate. I don't think
much about either gubernatorial
candidate. Neither one of them is
really concerned about the issues
at hand.

Alice Lorenz, Social Science
On the national scale, I think the
Republicans will do very poorly,
but locally they will do OK. It is
only because most people know the
local candidates and I think they
will stay with them regardless of
the recent scandal.

Mickey Mouse Club
Barking Spiders
Family Affair
Loose Ends

2
2
0
0

0
0
2
2

Housing

Discounted insurance rates to Full-Time

Director Needed
A.S.B. needs an Off Campos
Director. The A.S.B.
Senate has established an off
campus Housing Referral Service.
A Director is needed to organize
this service from the ground up.
Any student interested in this
position contact Kevin Gallagher,
A.S.B. Vice President, at the A.S.
B. trailer, or call extension 347, or
348.

and ASB student members.
We Also handle Insurance Risks.

Housing

Offices: ,

7601 Arlington Ave.
Riverside, Ca. 92503
Phone (714) 687-7244

20704 San Jose Rd.
Phone (714) 598-2094
Walnut, Ca.
Across from Mt. Sac
behind 7 11

THE FLAMING PIZZA
Vicky Lester, Chemistry
The Democrats will definitely
make a far better showing than the
Republicans.
I
think
the
Republicans are too concerned
about the recent scandal. I would
vote for Mr. Brown. He is a good
choice. Flournoy seems to be
qualified, but Brown will un
doubtedly make a better governor.
He knows what he is talking about.

Chase Dowell, Political Science
I think Watergate has hurt the
Republicans nationally and it will
also hurt the local candidates. I
don't think Flournoy has a chance
of becoming our next governor.
Mr. Brown will undoubtedly come
out ahead.

FAMILY RESTAURANT
174 WEST HIGHLAND AVE.

(Between Sierra Way & Mountain View)

SAN BERNARDINO
883-3109 — CALL — 882-9047
HOURS:
Mon.-Th. 3:30 pm—12:30 am
Fri. & Sat. 3:30 pm—2:00 am
Sun. 4—12.

SANDWICHES
SPAGHETTI
SALADS
POOL
GAMES

Present this certificate

M.OO OFF
Rosie Corpuz, Business Admin.
Jeanie Albertson, Business Admin.
The Republicans will do just as
I don't think the Republicans will well as the Democrats at the polls.
do too well at the polls. A lot of Most people will decide by
people haven't forgotten about the weighing the qualifications of the
Watergate mess and I think that candidates before they vote rather
alone will be bad for them. I think than by scandals. Watergate did
Brown will come out far ahead of hurt the Republicans last summer
his opponent. He is the only one but I don't think it will affect them
who is saying things that make as much now.
sense and he always says it first.

ON ANY ONE LARGE PIZZA
EAT HERE OR TAKE HOME
You Must present your student I.D.

Pitchers of Beer — */ 50
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(Cont. from Pg. 1)
PANEL4
ROLE OF POL. PARTI ES
& INTERESTGROUPS IN
FUTURE CAMP. REFORM

Rodriquez Torres of La Raza
Unida, former Representative
John Schmitz (American Party
presidential candidate in 1972) and
Hal Shawlee (standing in for the
AFL-CIO lobby) spoke here.
Israel Feuer, of the Peace &
Freedom^ party called for more
than finance reform; a com
prehensive program also covering
the restructuring of political
parties, the election system, basis '
of apportionment, and criteria for
candidates.
June Wallin, chairman of the
Republican County Committee,
opposed public financing. She also
said that the Waxman-Dymakly
bill has had the opposite effect of
its good intention. Its possible
penalties for late reporting, etc.
has dimmed participation of in
dividuals
and
volunteer
organizations. Volunteer par
ticipation is important, for when a
candidate relies on paid workers,
then financial support must come
from somewhere.

^ EASY g:

TERMS

(Cont. from Pg. 1)
dollar because not enough of it is
spent in the classroom. We want
the best teachers and in order to do
that you have to pay the best
money, jailer class sizes would
certainly help, tool"
On campaign finance reform,
Mrs. Wolfinbarger said, "Public
financing is inevitable b^ause of
the presures for campaign reform,
but there are many problems in
volved in working out a fair way to
limit the number of candidates who
would be permitted to run with
public funds." She further stated
that she has no larger groups
behind her and has not solicited
their endorsements. "If we want
campaign reform, not only
business and unions but every
special interest should stay out
ofit," she added.
"I made a promise that I would
not here a public relations firm to
make me something I'm not," she
said about her candidacy, "I want
to be the same person when it's
over as when I started."
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PANELS:
STATE & LOCAL
ELECTORAL REFORMS

Robert Presley, Democrat op
posing Craig Biddle in 37th state
Senatorial district, called for a
fairer and more responsible press
to help candidates get their points
across without spending large
sums. The campaign season, he
feels, could be shorter, that is, the
primary election could be in
September rather than June.
Terry Groggin, Democrat and
66th Assembly district candidate,
supports Prop. 9 but does not agree
with idea of limiting expenditures
in campaigns, as this gives the
incumbent an advantage.
Nancy Smith, member of S.B.
County Board of Supervisors, said
she is leary of relatively minor
reforms, such as the political sign
ordinance wthich the Board
adopted. '"ITiat is too minor; you
can't control all your workers."
John Lovell, deputy district
attorney for Los Angeles, spoke of
a proposal for local campaigns
which was drawn up in con
sultation with reformist groups.
Political Science Professor
James Fay, of Cal State Hayward,
spotlighted one area for future
reform: campaign ethics. "How do
you define what is appropriate and
what is a dirty trick?" Another
area, among many he suggested,
was residency requirements for
voter registration, which presently
exluce one-third of this state's
populace from using their fran
chise. He feels that registration by
mail would overcome that.
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"Young people don't want to see
their friends whole lives affected
by the myths that surround the
drug scene. Major efforts in
education and rehabilitation are
needed to stem the tide of drugs."

Air Pollution
"Your kids and mine breathe this
stuff every day. That's the best
reason I know to fight smog.
Perhaps the most exciting reason
for my running for re-election is
the fact that I have recently been
appointed Chairman of the new
standing Subcommittee on Air
Quality. For the first time, the
Legislature will have one com
mittee where we can focus oiu*
energies in our fight against ^og.
We need to do much more. The fact
is that the preservation of our
environment demands a national
commitment that equals our
commitment to space or national
defense."

1

GREAT
setECTlON

1

VALUE'

COMPONENT SYSTEM
AM/ F M j l SPEAKER!I HEADPHONES
HEADBHONES
STEREO I
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~
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B ^
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SUNDAY N00N-3P.M.

Control of D r u g s
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¥ MONDAY - FRIDAY
10 o.m. UNTIL 7:30 pm
SATURDAY 10 to 5 p.m.

(Cont. from Pg. 1)
provide a better means than local
property tax for tinancing the
schools if our educational system is
to survive."

1

•

187"
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L I Q U I D A T I N G OUTLET

804 W. BASE LINE-88S-8591-SAN BERNARDINO
LOCATION :

Government plays a major role in
inflation and it should be expected
to cut its expenses just as in
dividual families are forced to cut
theirs. California has a $10 billion
budget and budget cuts could have
a dramatic effect on the taxpayer.
The big state agencies who do the
bulk of spending must be con
tinuously pressed to economize.
Above all, efforts must continue lo
decrease the impact of state and
local taxes on people with stabllzed
incomes."

I n t e g r i t y in G o v e r n m e n t
"Integrity in government must be
more than just a symbol at election
time. People really do want to
believe in our system. The only
way to rebuild confidence in
government is to know your
candidates for local office — to
know their record of ac
complishment and to give support
here at home to those men and
women who justify your faith."

"Government tends to make
numbers out of people. I feel it is
important that a significant
amount of my time be spent
Inflation
"Increasing costs, primarily food organizing my office to make sure
and utilities, are playing havoc that my constituents are treated as
with the average family's budget. human beings".

S

Activities Calendar

Tuesday, November 5
Students Interested in
10:00 a.m. to
%
International Programs Mtg.
2:00 p.m.
12
Assoc. of Psych. Students Mtg. 12:00 noon
21
(Christian Life (Hub Mtg.
12:00 noon
^
Co-Ed Badminton Doubles
3:30 p.m.
|2I Wednesday, November 6
LDSSA Mtg.
8:00 a.m.
U
M.E.Ch.A. Mtg.
12:00 noon
21
RhcZetaChiMtg.
12:00 noon
^
Black Students Union Mtg.
12:00 noon
|2
Foreign Students Mtg.
1:00 p.m.
^
3-Person Basketball
3:00 p.m.
|2
I.O.C. Mtg.
3:00 p.m.
21
Clo-ed Turkey Trot
4:00 p.m.
^Thursday, November 7
21^
Photography Club Mtg.
12:00 noon
(Christian Life (Tlub Mtg.
12:00 noon
Power Volleyball
3:30 p.m.
21
Co-ed Turkey Trot
4:00 p.m.
12
Woodpushers Anonymous
7:00 p.m.
21
CHiess Games
^Friday, November 8
|2
Film "Soul to Soul"
7:30 p.m.
^Monday, November 11
Women Flag Football
3:00 p.m.
Recreation Night
6-9 p.m.
•Tuesday, November 12
12
Assoc. Of Psych.
Students Mtg.
12:00 noon
CJhristian Life Club Mtg.
12:00 noon
Faculty Senate Mtg.
2:30 p .m.
1 Badminton Doubles
3:30 D.m.

|2

S

^

LC-241
PS-122
LC-277
Gym

!

LC-204
LC-256
LC-214
LC-27
PS-133
Gym
C-219
P.E.

C-219
LC-277
Gym
P.E.
SS-Atrium
PS-10
P.E. Fields
Gym
PS-122
LC-277

